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OUR PRISON PROBLEM
HY AI.FRKD K. LAVbl.l., B.A.*

r* jniM'* poet lias sung,
•• Stour walls <|o not a prison 

Nor iron Imre a vng«\"’

1 ’roperly understood, 
that statement is, wv 
suppose, correct enough ; 
but no one who has ever 
stood within the high 

stone walls of a prison, and, more 
than that, within the convict’s ceil, 
with the thick walls on either hand, 
and before him the steel bars of his 
prison door, will look lightly upon 
the fact that, bodily speaking, stone 
and iron afford a tolerably good 
means of putting limitations upon 
one’s liberty. Sad to say. in all the 
history of the race, the use of stone 
and iron for this purpose has been 
found necessary to the safety of tin- 
state and the rights of the citizen. 
Even in such an enlightened and 
favoured land as ours, though nine
teen centuries have passed since the

X i.l AIMi X* NKVriNKL <»N Till: XX XI.I., 
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Master preached “ liberty to tin- 
captive.” there seems to be as much 
need as ever for material, enforced 
restraint to be put upon man hv 
man. Penitentiaries, prisons, and 
gaols, scattered through province 
and county from Atlantic to Paci
fic. tell the stern tale that we arc 
vet far from the long-sung Golden 
Year of the poets. Crime and 
prison bars are an uncomfortable, 
nettling, and grim reality.

Speaking generally, we have the 
same essential principles in force 
in all our prisons throughout the 
Dominion. A glance into one of 
these, therefore, will give us some 
idea of the nature of at least out- 
larger penal institutions. Perhaps 
the penitentiary at Kingston is the 
best type to take, for it is much the 
largest we have, and its population

is gathered from points more widely 
scattered than is that of any of tin- 
others.

(</) The Shell.

As tin accompanying illustration 
shows, the main prison lies upon 
the lake shore, and, viewed from 
the south, as one floats out in tin- 
western end of Kingston harbour, 
lies, like a heavy mass of grey, 
streaked at the top with the dash of 
the dark red of the roofs, and 
capped in the centre by the great, 
bulging, silvery dome. To tin- 
north of this stretches the couple of 
hundred acres of the prison farm 
and quarry land, where work all 
day. in prison though outside tin- 
walls. a hundred or more convicts, 
watched by the men in the blue 
uniform of the prison guard.

• H«-|»rinte«l from Maijn.iiu mu,'/ Itn'ii ir, June, l!Ni|.
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The section bordering on the lake is 
the walled city in which five-sixths 
of the men work at all sorts of 
trades—hlacksmithing, stone-cut - 
ting, tailoring, shoemaking, carpen
tering, cooking, etc., etc., etc., 
where all of them eat and sleep, 
and from which all the different 
departments are administered and 
controlled.

The only gates through the high 
stone walls are one each on the 
north and west. A view of the 
latter we give from the inside. It 
looks out upon the wharf and across 
Portsmouth Pay to the Rock wood 
Asylum, and in it, as in the other, 
two guards keep watch night and 
day. The building on the left hand 
in this same picture is the insane 
ward, which is seen in full in the 
illustration of the central yard, to
gether with the power-house. To 
the north of this central yard lies 
the dome ; to the east the prison of 
isolation : to the south all the work-

Our view of the 
main prison shows 
the north gate in 
the foreground 
The building just 
peeping over the 
wall on the left is 
the hospital— 
which is also the 
building shown in 
the picture of the

eastern wall ; that 
on the right, cor
responding to this, 
is the Protestant 
chapel ; that in the 
centre is thedomc, 
out of which, like 
great st< me and 
iron spokes, run 
the four wings— 
the east wing, 
south wing, and 
west wing, con

taining the cells . and the north, the 
Roman Catholic chapel, the main 
administration offices, and the fe
male prison. The illustration show
ing the circular galleries inside the 
dome gives one some idea of how 
the five tiers of cells are reached 
bv the men as, each with his tin of 
tea and bread, they retire for the 
night.

(M The Life Within.
So much for the shell, the stone 

and iron, the dead material build
ings and walls and gates and reach 
of land. Put what of the life within? 
We have nothing like the space here 
in which to give the incidents and 
descriptive sketches which might 
till many articles or lectures, but, as 
briefly as may be, let us specially 
glance, for illustration, at two or 
three features of prison life—the 
routine, the feeding, and the work, 
with a word on the “ silent ” system.

To he received into prison for the 
first time is an event which stamps

KKUNT VIEW UK MAIN 1‘RISON, KINURTuN I’ENITEN NARY.
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itsclf indelibly 
upon the memory 
"1 every eonvivt 
He is not quite 
hardened. His 
thoughts before 
his crime had
never dwelt long 
on the stern pos
sible realities of a 
prison. He had 
other ambitions 
than this. Ilis
crime, he thought, would he hut the 
open door to riches, or favour, or 
comfort, or pleasure,—not to
prison ; and hard is the blow, when 
after the dazing experience of the 
apprehension and trial, he finds 
himself actually in charge of an 
officer in a closed cab, which is 
reined up at the north gate of 
Kingston Penitentiary. The great, 
heavy, double pair of gates swing 
hack, and, as they drive on through, 
clang behind him, as with a harsh 
and heavy knell to all hi< bright 
ambitions, now passed for ever be
yond his reach.

But little time is allowed him for 
thought. Tie is immediately given 
in charge of the chief keeper : all 
his possessions are taken from him, 
packed, labeled, and laid away 
against the time of his leaving ; lu
is given a hath, is examined, tneas 
tired, weighed, and a full descrip
tion of him is registered. A suit of 
clothes—grey, with cross streaks of 
red, is presented to him, with hi- 
number and letter stamped here and

\ AKh, KIMi.vroN I’KMTKM'I AK\ .

there upon it. and in a few minutes 
he stands forth, in dress and ;n 
reality a convict, ready for the 
kindly but firm counsel of the 
officials that he obey rules and be
have himself, ready for the work 
that is to Ik- allotted to him, and 
off he goes, a prisoner in charge of 
his guard.

There are few occupations more 
wearing in their monotony than is 
that of a penitentiary guard. For 
about twelve hours in every twenty 
four, either during day or night, 
he is on guard, walking to and fro 
on high wall or quarry-mound, 
standing in ward, or shop, or yard, 
releasing or locking up the men at 
morn or eve, and ever but with one 
thought. “ watch." There is little 
relief during hours, no reading, or 
smoking, or talking with the con
victs, no work allowed, and everv 
thing has to move with such clock- 
like regularity that this compulsion 
to no occupation hut the strain >f 
watching, becomes as hard lahotv. 
as man could wish.

mu i i ffissr.-
IMIM IIHill
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file new-comer 
« khi lie< i unes ac
quainted w ith Un
bare, grim sur
roundings of the 
spacious central 
yard, with its 
pavement of fine 
broken stone ; for 
across it, if he 
works in the 
“shops,’ he passesl-AKT • IK K. WfKKN
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at least four times daily. At the 
sound of the great gong, the men in 
these workshops at noon or evening 
lay down their tools, and are soon 
lined up in single file facing the 
door. ( )nc bv one the gangs pass 
out beneath the low arching of 
stone, with steady, swinging step, 
and under the constant surveillance 
of the guards, who, in strategic 
positions, are stationed along the 
line of march. Guards, stone walls, 
bars, prison clothes, no grass, nor 
tree, nor child, nor anything else of 
free life: surely they will not for-

KIMiSTll.X rilMTKVI l \m.

get that they are in prison, these 
men. Out they go, one hv one, not 
in the lock-step, which some so 
strongly favour, though for what 
reason the god of tradition and of 
“ deterrent " punishment alone can 
tell, and file over the hard, 
well-worn paths of stone, as 
directed by the officers in charge. 
Young men of sixteen and old men 
of seventy; rogues, well trained in 
deliberate crime, weak-willed fel
lows who have allowed circum
stance to rule them, and men whose 
faces are full of horror and shame 
as they think of the one great mis
take of their lives, and full of deter
mination as they resolve never more 
to let crime have dominion over

them; on they march toward the 
dome, to take their ration of food 
and retire to their cells.

All meals are taken in the cells. 
This is unsociable, but has advan
tages. Breakfast consists mainly 
of bread, tea, and cold beef, anil 
supper is strictly of tea and bread 
Dinner is more elaborate. Vege
table soups, with a healthy allow
ance of beef therein, or pork, make 
up the general bill of fare, with a 
few variations, such as fish on Fri
days, etc. Une thing we have 
learned, that it does not pay in any 
sense, financially or morally, to 
starve our convicts or feed them 
bad food. We have learned also 
that it pays in every way to give 
convicts mental, as well as physical 
food. The result is an excellent 
circulating library in the peniten
tiary, containing works of science, 
history, fiction, and all the other 
branches of literature. The grade 
of education possessed by convicts 
in general is not of a very high 
order, but the hooks are read well, 
and are one of the few really up
lifting influences which we allow 
to penetrate onr general prison 
system. For those whose literary 
knowledge is almost nil. a school is 
provided, which, though handi
capped in many ways, yet gives 
many a man ground for future suc
cess in the outside world.

Capping the provision for mental 
food is the means for imparting 
spiritual instruction. This work 
is in the hands of two chaplains, 
Protestant and Roman Catholic, 
and is centred in two chapels, well 
ordered places of worship, which, 
by the aid of the stained glass which 
hides the bars, are constructed so as 
to remind the convicts as little as 
possible of prison surroundings. 
In the Protestant chapel, beautiful 
and wise texts are in various places 
on the walls : “ Jesus Christ, the 
same yesterday, to-day, and for 
ever;” “ The truth shall make you
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free ; ” etc,. draw the thoughts to 
higher tilings, and the Lord's 
l‘rayer, and the Ten Command 
ments. lettered in full, face the 
worshippers throughout the service. 
Choir and organ—conducted by in
mates—lead the singing, and hearty 
and deep is the music that arises 
at the two regular Sunday services. 
This mental and spiritual instruc
tion of the convicts is the most 
hopeful part of our anomalous and 
self-contradictory prison system.

What is meant by the words, 
“ with hard labour,” attached to a 
sentence? It is largely now a fan
ciful phrase which we inherit, along 
with other features of our prison 
system, from the dim past. Con
victs are always supposed to work 
hard, though as a matter of fact, 
when we come to consider f i ) that 
they are not free men; (2) that 
most of them have come to prison 
through laziness—desire to get 
something for nothing: and (3I 
the essential defects of our system, 
we must not he surprised if “ liant 
labour ” has a different signification 
in prison from what it has outside.

There are trade instructors in all

the more important lines uf work 
tailoring, shoemaking, blacksmith 
ing, etc., and if any young fellow 
really wishes to learn a trade, then 
is generally nothing t" hinder him.

Altogether, if a visitor passed 
through the penitentiary at any 
time during morning or afternoon, 
he would, with the above conditions 
considered, see an active, busy 
place, and here and there he would 
see careful and excellent work 
being done in all the departments 
by the wiser of the convicts, who 
take their position philosophically, 
and. with their eve on the future, 
endeavour to make the best of a bad 
business.

Neither while at work 
nor at rest are the pris
oners supposed to carry 
on any conversation 
with one another. In 
theory the “silent” sys
tem is in vogue ; but of 
course it and the con
gregate system cannot 
work together, and the 
silence though as a 
rule, especially in some 

well ob- 
xvorks much 

i.ioroughlv on 
paper than in practice. 
( Ymvicts should have no 

dealings whatever with one another, 
and certainly, therefore, the silent 
system ought to prevail : hut we, hv 
our laws, give the congregate sys
tem complete right of way. Of 
course silence and non-intercourse 
between convicts cannot rule until 
the “ congregate ” is superseded hv 
the “ separate " system. This lat
ter is not in practice anywhere in 
Canada. Tti less than a hundred 
years there will he no other. Of 
course we have the “ solitary " 
system in one prison in the peniten
tiary. the prison of isolation, hut 
this is for “ incorrigibles ” from all 
the Dominion penitentiaries, and 
though it marks a stage in a right 
development, is not an illustration

:y 1 > M Yl. v à i ff 1
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of the “ separate " system, and lias 
features abhorrent to humanity.

What About It

miifnvm. I'll*
it in n I lui Iiilin

'mm

Such is a brief, imperfect outline 
of the institution of stone and iron 
in which you and 1 and the rest of us 
keep six hundred of our kind, that 
they may think over their past, and 
rue the day of their attempt to suc
cessfully break our laws. \\ hat i> 
it all for, anyway ? What is the 
object of a prison ? Is the object a 
good one, and is this ancient tool 
of punishment in prison the most 
effective instrument for its attain
ment ; or are we unthinkingly fol
lowing past tradition in a wrong 
direction? In this age of science, 
has the pathology of the criminal 
been examined, and lias the prison 
been found to afford the best treat
ment for him in the interest of the 
state? If so, is our prison system, 
as we at present conduct it, the last 
and best expression of what prisons 
should and can be? From the 
point of view of the scientist, what 
are the facts and what are the in
ferences therefrom? Is the present 
prison system a monument to wis
dom, ignorance, or folly ? From 
the point of view of the citizen, are 
we taking the best course for the 
protection of society and advancing 
the interests of the State ? From 
the point of view of the humani
tarian, the Christian, is our present 
treatment of our criminals the best

for them, for us, and for all con 
cerned, and is it a logical sequence 
of the following out of the Golden 
Rule? If not, why not, and what 
are we going to do about it?

Now, be it remembered, we in the 
first place sketched out the arrange
ment of Kingston Penitentiary, 
merely to give us a concrete basis 
to start with. It was impossible to 
be exhaustive, lie who knows no 
more about our • prison system in 
Canada than what we have related 
in this article about the penitentiary 
at Kingston, knows neither that 
prison, nor has he any correct con
ception of our prisons generally. 
Nor will he at all understand the 
point of the question we have asked 
above. It is onlv to be hoped that 
any reader of this article who is so 
situated will hereafter take all pos
sible steps to get a good working 
knowledge of some gaol or peniten
tiary. or both, and let that take the 
place of the slight outline of a con
crete prison in this article. Kspe- 
ciallv let him look into his local 
gaol, examine its arrangement, en
quire into its workings, and learn 
about its usual inmates as they 
there meet in forced conclave, and 
he will find the attempt to answer 
the questions which we have placed 
above a highly interesting, difficult 
at times, and not very satisfactory 
business.

The Reason for Prisons.
Let us briefly deal with some of 

these questions. First, what is the 
object of a prison ? Speaking gen
erally, it is that we may have a safe 
place in which to keep men and 
women whom, having grossly in
fringed the rights of other citizens, 
society sees fit to compel, for a 
longer or shorter time, to live apart 
from their fellow men.

Since those thus detained are 
generally held against their will, a 
prison must be built strongly and 
must he further strengthened by
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armed officers, that no prisoner 
make his escape therefrom. While 
in prison the prisoner must he so 
treated as to deter lawless persons 
outside from lightly committing a 
similar crime. He must, however, 
also he so treated that, if possihl-*, 
lie may he drawn from his evil ways 
and uplifted bv reforming influ 
ences.

It should he noted, in passing, 
that this statement of the aim of a 
prison is hardly so simple as might 
at first appear. It is very general, 
and a change of emphasis from on • 
phrase to another, or a quite legiti
mate change of meaning to he in
ferred from certain phrases, max 
completely alter the whole defini
tion. In the old «lavs, for instance, 
especially before John Howard, “ so 
treated as to deter ” was the all 
important phrase, and all but the 
barest and tritest reformative treat
ment was held to he inadmissahle. 
as it detracted from the necessary 
“ deterrent punishment.” Modern 
penologists, on the other hand, 
while they hv no means neglect tlm 
importance of deterrent punish 
ment, put the phrase. “ that he ma' 
he uplifted hv reforming influences” 
at the forefront, in stating the rea 
sons for having such institutions 
as prisons.

Is the Object Good ?
Is the object a good one, and are 

prisons a necessary feature of its 
attainment ? Surely these must he 
affirmed. The right of forcible de 
tent ion and punishment of citizens 
by the State must ever he taken for 
granted, unless citizenship is hut an 
empty name. Past traditions, 
therefore, so far as they have 
claimed this right, we do well to 
follow. But not for a moment does 
this mean the countenancing of tin 
distorted emphasis which in the 
past has been put upon the “ deter 
rent ” features of punishment in 
prison. So far as prisons of past

or present are the outcome of dv 
sire for revenge, selfish satisfaction, 
irrational longing to punish, with 
little or no regard to the con sc 
qucnccs, mere immediate protection 
to the State without consideration 
<*f the rights of criminals, or the 
thoughtless neglect of the public 
we can in no s-hm- commend their 
object or use. But in the if neecs 
sarv—forcible detention of men an f 
women under prison authority, f,,i 
the protection of society, with a 
minimum “ deterrent " and a maxi 
mum reformative treatment, w 
find a necessary, just, and laudable 
duty of society.

TAKNATION#. 
.Xinertnm |iri#on x Ivw,

Prisons are necessary, then, 
either potentially or actually. Un
der the old conception of punish 
ment, ” potentially " would he 
largely left out. Of course then, 
as now, the mere existence of tin- 
prison authority, and the certainty 
that discipline at its hands would 
follow crime, and the deterrent 
effect of this upon citizens other 
wise criminal, showed the power of 
potential punishment over those not 
actually incarcerated. But the ad 
visahili v of the actual imprison
ment of the th.ief or the assaulter 
was rarely questioned, and so long 
as the fetich of “ deterrent punish
ment ” and the crime are kept in 
exclusive view, and the best inter 
ests of society and tlu rights of the
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criminal arc put in the background, 
this will ever he held. But the 
more society realizes its responsi
bility to even its erring members, 
and becomes conscious that often 
the door into prison is the begin
ning of settled criminal habits from 
\\ Inch many a man might he saved 
if. instead of being sent to serve 
his sentence in prison, he were al
lowed to remain outside on parole, 
the more will it he held that often 
the potentiality of the prison is a 
greater good to society, even with 
some convicted criminals, than its 
actual use.

Harbarous Tradition vs. Science 
and Religion.

In this age of science, the pheno
mena of the criminal have been ex
amined and noted as never before. 
The literature of criminology is 
rapidly on the increase, containing 
the mature views of men who have 
spent years of close and patient 
observation among criminals of all 
sorts. The surroundings, the mo
tives, the treatment of convicts 
have been noted, with their effects ; 
and deliberate, thoughtful conclu
sions. based upon carefully authen
ticated facts, are now before the 
public, divorced from all prejudice, 
sentimentality, or partiality.

I Tow does our present treatment 
of criminals square with these uni
versally accepted scientific infer

ences ? Time and space do not 
permit the detailed contrast which 
we would like to draw between the 
two; but we can say, at once, that 
for the most part they arc almost 
completely opposed to each other.

Our present system is the growth 
of century upon century. It is 
largely the result of primeval sav
age hypotheses, of the belief in the 
almost utter forfeiture of all rights 
by the criminal, and the presump
tion that revenge upon the criminal 
is the natural, sane, and right mo
tive for punishment. Tt goes 
largely upon the assumption that 
all criminals can he classified ac
cording to their crimes ; all thieves, 
for example, are equally bent on 
stealing, have the same motive, are 
equally responsible, equally damn
able. Some variation may be al
lowed in the term allotted for pun
ishment, hut that variation is so 
uncertain that though it sometimes 
harmonizes with justice, it is just 
as liable to put the balance of the 
light sentence on the side of the 
more heinous crime.

Tt insists, too, upon prison pun
ishment for its money equivalent) 
in virtually all cases. Recent legis
lation in the direction of prison 
reform is perhaps considerable 
enough to demand a very slight 
modification of this statement. Tt 
puts the emphasis first and foremost 
upon deterrent and revengeful pun
ishment, and rarely allows its sanc
tion to any except the most trite 
methods for the reformation of 
criminals. Tt gives the maximum 
severity of treatment allowed by 
public opinion, and the minimum 
of reformative treatment suggested 
by the same self-satisfied partv. 
To ease our consciences, to slightly 
lessen the immediate (though in
creasing the ultimate) financial tax 
upon us, without making the real 
necessary changes, it herds all con
victs, good and had, together, with 
a few good-looking restrictions
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upon their intercourse, and busies 
its officials mainly with the daily 
routine of receiving, guarding, 
feeding, punishing, employing and 
discharging the wards of the star, 
committed to their charge.

The Contrast.
Contrasted with this, sentence by 

sentence, we find the overwhelming 
weight of modern penology to he 
in favour of the recognition of all 
the rights of the criminal, except 
those which he has clearly forfeited 
by his crime. It declares that to 
let punishment take the form of 
revenge is senseless, inhuman, and 
costly. It proves clearly that crimi 
nais cannot be classified according 
to their crimes, and that criminals 
are as widely divergent in motive, 
guilt, and merit of punishment as 
east is from west. It claims that 
to bold, as is generally done, that 
all criminals are equally responsible, 
is to be blind to the undoubted fact 
of moral imbecility, insanity, vari
ety of circumstance, temperament, 
and a host of other things, some of 
which it is undoubtedly impossible 
to make allowance for in a prac 
tical court of justice, but others of 
fundamental anti far-reaching im
portance, which it is easily |M»ssihlv 
with the proper machinery, to al 
ways take into account. It holds, 
therefore, that punishment is not 
proper in all cases. The moral im 
becile, the confirmed inebriate, and 
other similar cases should be treated 
for the disease they clearly have. 
Many law-breakers there are, too, 
who should be held under the au
thority of the prison, but should 
serve little or no time in prison.

Modern penology holds, further, 
that when imprisonment is neces
sary it should be firm, serious, and 
in no sense pampering: but on the 
other band,that all the surroundings 
of the prisoner should give stimulus 
to, and hope of, reformation, at 
least as strongly as it is designed

to cause sorrow for crime com
mitted. It claims that to make 
good citizen* out of bad men and 
w omen should be second to no other 
object than that of the prevention 
of crime by the proper training of 
the children, and that these two 
objects attempted and achieved will 
give the surest protection to society.

It holds also that wli n the crimi
nal is obdurate, or morally spine 
less, he should not be repeatedly 
sentenced to short terms, but be 
kept continually under prison au
thority. for the good of society and 
himself, even though this should 
mean imprisonment for life. It 
unanswerably proves that, to the 
end of reformation, every man 
should be kept separate from all 
other convicts: neither in gaol nor 
in any other place should one pris
oner have any communication with 
any other prisoner, though it 
should be noted in passing that this 
does not mean necessarily the 
“ solitary " system, nor does it 
mean the bare stone and iron cage 
of the traditional and actual prison 
cell.

Mon* could easilv be said, but 
surelv the utter contrast and con
tradiction of these principles with 
our practice has been made suffi 
cicntlv clear

irimt Arc IVe Going To 
Do About It ?

The practical scientist has given 
ns the facts. The inferences drawn 
from these facts unmistakably con
vict our forefather* of ignorance, 
more or less natural and pardon
able, but gradually growing more 
and more culpable, and us of ignor
ance which is foolish, costly, and 
almost, if not quite, criminal. The 
citizen looking upon these facts and 
inferences can onlv conclude that 
be ba< been woefully astray iti bis 
treatment of the criminal, so far as 
the protection and betterment of 
societv is concerned. \nd what
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of the Christian ? Is our prison 
system the best for all concerned? 
Is it the best practically possible at 
present? It is best for none of the 
partiesaml is far from the best prac
ticable. What can be done iti other 
lands can surely be done here, hut 
other countries which we should 
lead, not follow, in practical Chris
tianity and sociology, are far in 
advance of us.

The main suggestions of the pen
ologist of to-day are not only prac
ticable, but urgently so. In fact, 
in the light of clear possibilities and 
actual present conditions, the ques
tion, “ Is our treatment of the crim
inal an application of the Golden 
Rule?" should bring a blush of 
shame to every follower of Jesus of 
Nazareth, and every true citizen. 
Crime needs certainly a firm hand 
and stern discipline, but just as 
needful are kindness, thoughtful
ness, insight, and sympathy.

In times past, economy, ethics, 
science, and religion, have often 
been at sixes and sevens on ques 
tions which were up for settlement, 
and have thwarted their solution, 
hut on this matter of the necessitv 
for a radical change in our treat 
ment of the criminal, these four all 
point unmistakably in the same di
rection. This being so, the dntv of 
the citizen is easy and clear. The 
darkness, prejudice, ami inertia,

even of centuries, cannot stand at 
the approach of the light, and these, 
with a lurking and heathenish re
venge, are the only opponents of 
the needed change.

The task we give our magistrates 
and our prison officials is an impos
sible one. We demand that they 
be an harmonious part of our crimi
nal machinery. At the same time 
we insist that they be wise, humane, 
and just in their treatment of those 
committed to their charge. The 
thing is absurd. It is impossible. 
No class of men attempt in a more 
high-minded way to carry out these 
contradictory demands of the State, 
but they simply cannot succeed, and 
the result of the attempt to any 
earnest, thoughtful official must 
needs be either cynicism, an uncon
scious lowering of ideals, or a 
broken heart.

T.et us stop this grim farce. 
Hither let us cease to appoint wise, 
humane, and just men to carry ottf 
an unwise, scientificallv inhuman, 
and unjust system, and instead give 
the work to a lower class of men 
who will more resemble the system : 
or let us so modify and change that 
system as to give the freest oppor
tunity to our criminal experts to 
wisely, humanely, and itistlv do 
their duty to society in the positions 
which we have given them to fill.*

Ayr, Ont.

•At tin- last Annual Meeting nf tin1 Prisoners’ Aid Association of Canada, the following 
prison reform platform was ado|itvd :

A Dominion Reformator\ for young men first offenders.
legislation whereby the Parole System ami the Probation System may he legalized in 

Canada.
Reforms Required iiy the Ontario (Jovernment:

I. tlreater expédition in the means that are being taken to establish the Provineial 
Reformatory for Roys on good farm land, and the adopt ion of the cottage system. 

‘2. The adoption of the Probation System.
It. The adoption of the proposed bill for the eeonomie treatment of inebriate*.

Reforms Retired at Toronto Jail:
1. A number of isolation cells for the purpose of keening Imys and young men tirst

offenders from the contaminating effects of jail association.
2. The more prompt remm d of lunatic*.
I». Other provision than the jail for the destitute |Hior of the city.
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